
Constitutional Convention 

Proposed Resolution 
 

Whereas:  There has become a glaringly apparent wide chasm between elected officials and “We The 
Members”, and… 

Whereas:  This chasm has sometimes resulted in the feeling of superiority over “Us The Members”, 
and… 

Whereas:  Sometimes this feeling of “superiority” over “We The Members” has apparently affected the 
elected officials ability to represent us in the best possible way, and… 

Whereas:  There have been numerous reports of elected UAW elected officials actually turning in 
members to management for the purpose of being disciplined, and… 

Whereas:  Some members have even reported that their United Stated Constitutional first amendment 
“protected activity” rights have been threatened by elected UAW officials, and… 

Whereas:  The tyranny, terrorism and union initiated discipline directed toward any member who even 
attempts to stand up against this injustice is hardly “becoming of a UAW elected official”, 
and… 

Whereas:  It has been well known throughout millenniums of years that “money is the root of all evil”, 
and… 

Whereas:  It is the law of the land that each Congressperson in the in the United States Congress and 
even the President of this United States has to make “full disclosure” of all of their income 
and where they made it, and… 

Whereas:  UAW elected officials are not any better than Congress or the President of this United States, 
and… 

Whereas:  In the past, “We The Members” were able to have a check and balance on how many hours 
an UAW elected official was being paid, by simply going to the time card rack, and checking 
the time stamps on their time card, and… 

Whereas:  Currently UAW elected officials in the plant/workplace have no public time card to facilitate 
“We The Members” having a check and balance in place, and… 

Whereas:  There are plenty of checks and balances on what is paid by the Union to elected UAW 
officials, there is not now full disclosure of Management’s pay to our duly elected UAW 
officials, and… 

Whereas: Full disclosure is always the best policy, and seems to be working for Congress and the 
President, and… 

Whereas:  Full disclosure will likely curtail UAW elected officials from turning “We The Members” into 
management for the purposes of discipline. 



Therefore Be It Resolved that: No accusations are being made, and… 

Be It Further Resolved That:   Full disclosure is a good and healthy policy, and… 

Be It Further Resolved That:  There needs to be an end of the Tyranny, Terror and Management  
   Discipline sometimes initiated by – unscrupulous – UAW Elected  

Officials, sometimes beholding to management for elevated wages and 
longer hours, toward “We The Members” in the workplaces, starting 
with this oversight and… 
 

Be It Finally Resolved That: From this point forward that all duly elected and appointed local union  
   officers that are typically paid by management for their time, be  
   required to disclose how many hours, the hourly rate and total monies  
   they were paid by management on a weekly basis. That this be   
   published in “list form” weekly conspicuously at the Union Hall, on the  
   in-plant/worksite Union Bulletin Board or on appropriately private (log- 

in required) Local Union Website. 

 

For Consideration By My Local Union’s Appropriate Membership Meeting. 

Members Name______________________________ 

Local Union #________________________________ 

 

 

 


